No.CBSE/CE/SPS/2021

To
CENTRE SUPERINTENDENTS/ PRINCIPALS
TERM-I EXAMINATIONS (2021-22)
SCHOOLS AFFILIATED TO CBSE

Date: 01.12.2021

Subject: Printing of Question Papers – Regarding

Dear Madam/Sir,

You are aware that CBSE is providing question papers in almost all the subjects in English and Hindi separately in Term-I examinations.

It has come to the notice that some of the examination centres are printing both English and Hindi versions of question papers and thereafter these are being distributed to the students. This is not as per the directions supplied by the CBSE.

It is desired that only the English version of question paper is to be printed first and supplied to the students. Hindi version question paper is printed only if any candidate is in need of Hindi version of the question paper. Same way, where Hindi medium has been adopted by the candidates, the examination centres should first print the Hindi version of the question paper and provide the same to the students. English version question paper should be printed only if it is required by any student.

This is for necessary action please.

Yours faithfully,

(OM Bhardwaj)
CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS
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